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MATLITE Club Event
Pi Day Celebration

The MATLITE Club of Mathematics department, MVJ College of Engineering as part of the
department club activity organized “Pi Day Celebration” event on 14th of March 2018. Pi Day
is an annual celebration of the mathematical constant π (pi). Pi Day is observed on March 14
(3/14 in the month/day date format) since 3, 1, and 4 are the first three significant digits of π.
To create awareness about the use of pi in our day to day life and its applications in
engineering, the event was planned to celebrate in our college. The event “Pi Day
Celebration” took place at Smt. Rajalakshmi Jayaraman Seminar Hall in the presence of Mrs.
A Sonia (Head of Department, Math), Mrs. Leera D Rebello (Event Coordinator) and the
student coordinators of MATLITE along with the Judging panel.

The event began at 1.30 PM. 25 teams (3 members per team) participated in the event. The
event had 3 rounds.

Round I: Puzzle Solving based on Pi
The round had 10 questions all based on pi where the students have to answer with short
period of time. All the 25 teams participated in the round which was for 20 minutes. At the end
of the I round only 6 teams were selected for round II.
Round II: Searching for the hints
6 teams participated in this round. This round started with a common question including
concept of series. The team which answered quickly were given a clue, where the
hints/solutions were kept around the college campus. The team which got all the solutions
around the campus in the stipulated time went for the final round.
Round III: Cracking an IAS level question
Luckily all the teams got selected and entered the 3 rd round. According to the timings which
team came first were given an IAS level question and the first 2 teams who cracked the
solution were announced as winner and runner.
The 1st place was secured by Mr. Himanshu Upadhyay, Mr. Bhaskar Katragadda & Mr.Jonah
Jacob Oommen of E- Section(CSE). The 2nd place was secured by Ms. Sindhushree C J,
Varsha B of C-Section(ECE) & Keerthi G N of L-section(AE).

The event was a good platform for the students to showcase their aptitude skills and team
work.

